GOLD DUST CASINO AND HOTEL WILL INSTALL SCIENTIFIC GAMES
iVIEW® SYSTEMS SOLUTION ACROSS 240 SLOTS AND TABLE GAMES
LAS VEGAS – April 20, 2021 – Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) (“Scientific Games”
or the “Company”) announced an agreement with Gold Dust Casino and Hotel to install its iVIEW
displays across 233 slot games and seven table games in addition to SDS® and CMP® core systems.
“We chose to replace our current system because of our exceptional relationship with Scientific
Games,” said Tony Sieber, General Manager at Gold Dust Casino and Hotel. “We’ve established a
great partnership and they understand our business’ needs and our customer’s needs. Scientific
Games took the time to do a detailed due diligence of our operational needs and this was also a key
factor in selecting their Systems for our business.”
iVIEW technology enables operators to show dynamic marketing content, animations and videos on
the gaming machine while providing an instant response through a sophisticated multi-touch display.
iVIEW uses player-friendly graphical widgets to enable marketing teams to easily update content
throughout the property, significantly enhancing the player experience.
SDS has provided operators with accurate, reliable, and innovative slot-accounting solutions for over
40 years. This market-leading, integrated slot-accounting system continually monitors slot machines
and other gaming devices, as well as player gaming activity property-wide. CMP is a player-tracking
and customer relationship system that helps operators manage and evaluate their database of
players.
“Our Scientific Games Systems are scalable and can be customized to fit casinos of all sizes,” said
Bob Parente, Executive Vice President and Chief Revenue Officer at Scientific Games. “This system
will allow Gold Dust Hotel and Casino to meet their current business needs and give them the ability
to add features in the future. It will provide them with the capability to grow and evolve to meet the
needs of their players and business.”
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About Scientific Games
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a world leader in entertainment offering dynamic
games, systems and services for casino, lottery, social gaming, online gaming and sports betting.
Scientific Games offers the gaming industry's broadest and most integrated portfolio of game content,
advanced systems, cutting-edge platforms and professional services. Committed to responsible
gaming, Scientific Games delivers what customers and players value most: trusted security, engaging
entertainment content, operating efficiencies and innovative technology. For more information, please
visit scientificgames.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the
U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by
words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's current
expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or
performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as
predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these
statements due to a variety of risks, uncertainties and other factors, including those factors described
in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), including Scientific Games’
current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K
filed with the SEC on March 1, 2021 (including under the headings "Forward-Looking Statements" and
"Risk Factors"). Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except for
Scientific Games' ongoing obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games
undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.

